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“Faith Is Not Belief without Proof, but Trust without Reservation.”

—Elton Trueblood, 1900~1994

Today I attended a meeting in which 25 of us discussed the power of the 
mind, the power of belief, and the power of faith, which we treated as 
essentially the same thing; mainly, the power our mind (thoughts, 
opinions, beliefs, attitude) has over our physical and mental health, 
success, and happiness. I was pleasantly surprised to find everyone in 
agreement that how we view life creates the life we view. 
That is, as someone else once said, “If life is  a comedy to him who 
thinks, and a tragedy to him who feels, it is a victory to him who has 
faith.” After all, if we have a negative attitude, we will experience a 
negative life (poor health, failures, and unhappiness). Not so long ago, 
the average person, and even many professionals, scoffed at the idea 
that the primary cause of man’s suffering was the way he viewed life or 
what he believed in. 
But now we know better. For example, Walter R. Newell, Professor of 
Political Science and Philosophy at Carleton University in Ottawa, 
Canada wrote, "If we believe the world as a whole is  orderly and 
intelligible, we will behave in the same way. If we believe the world is 
chaotic and irrational, we will in turn be governed by impulse and 
passion (emotions)." Clearly, what we put our faith in will determine the 
quality of our life.

But perhaps I’m getting ahead of myself. Perhaps, before writing about 
the importance of placing our faith in the right place, I should begin by 
stressing how important it is  to have faith. More than a half century ago, 
John Foster Dulles (1888~1959) expressed his  concern about this 
matter: “We are establishing an all-time world record in the production of 
material things. What we lack is  a righteous and dynamic faith. Without 
it, all else avails  us  little. The lack cannot be compensated for by 
politicians, however able; or by diplomats, however astute; or by 
scientists, however inventive; or by bombs, however powerful.”

Yes, the answer to the world’s problems doesn’t lie in bigger threats, 
bombs, missiles, and armies, but in more faith. Faith in what? Faith in 
the intrinsic goodness of humanity. Faith in human nature. Faith in our 
ability to settle disputes peacefully. Our enemies want the same things 
we do; mainly, security, a sound economy, and respect. When we call 
our enemies evil, barbaric, and heinous, do we expect them to sit down 
with us and negotiate? When we strike a dog with a stick, do we expect it 
to wag its tail, or to lunge at us?
Yes, we need faith. Faith that things can, do, and will change for the 
better. Faith in ourselves. Faith that we have the necessary inner 
resources to cope with any difficulty. Faith that nothing is impossible. 
Faith that problems are the solutions to gaining strength and sharing in 
the adventure of life. Faith that in the end everything will turn out all right, 
and if things are not alright now, that’s because it is not yet the end.

Chuck Gallozzi
Faith is Not Belief Without Proof, 

but Trust Without Reservation



The Importance of Faith
1. It is the source of great strength. I smiled when I read how Walter 
Lippmann (1889~1974) made this  same point: “Men with faith can face 
martyrdom while those without it feel stricken when they are not invited 
to dinner.” Who are the great achievers? Those with strong faith or those 
whose hearts are filled with doubt?

Harry Emerson Fosdick (1878-1969) makes a strong case for faith: “Fear 
imprisons, faith liberates; fear paralyzes, faith empowers; fear 
disheartens, faith encourages; fear sickens, faith heals; fear makes 
useless, faith makes serviceable.” Reverend Fosdick astutely realized 
that it is  fear, not doubt, that is  the opposite of faith. You see, we place 
our faith or trust in something because we expect good to result, so faith 
is  the expectation of something good. And fear is the expectation of 
something bad (harmful).

2. Faith is the pillar that supports all acts of creation, or as Henry Miller 
(1891~1980) put it, “Back of every creation, supporting it like an arch, is 
faith. Enthusiasm is nothing: it comes and goes. But if one believes, then 
miracles occur.” What is it, other than faith, that prods us along, one step 
at a time toward our goals? Some say, “I will believe it when I see it.” But 
we will not see it until we first believe it.

3. Reason can go only so far, but faith has no limits. In the past, men of 
reason (scientists) have said that travel to the moon is impossible. But 
despite their concerns, men of faith brought us safely to the moon and 
back. 
Would a reasonable person expect a ten year old child to sing opera? 
But a ten year old girl with faith proved she could do it. If you are one of 
the few people who haven’t seen her yet, you can see Jackie Evancho 
here: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TVGrcy8wQHk
4. Men and women of faith are free of worry. One of NASA's  most 
brilliant and fearless  managers, George E. Mueller agrees, for he said, 
“The beginning of anxiety is  the end of faith, and the beginning of true 
faith is  the end of anxiety.” Faith frees us from needless anxiety, fear, and 
worry, and allows us to focus on what is important.

Five months ago my car was completely destroyed in an accident. 
Needing another one, I visited a used car dealer. Met a salesman; we 
chatted, and got acquainted. I asked him which car in the lot was the 
best. He took me to one that was exactly two years old and in mint 

condition. He opened the door and gave me the key. I sat down, turned 
on the ignition, looked at the all-digital instrument panel, turned off the 
ignition, returned the key, got out of the car, and said, “Let’s  talk 
business.”

At his  desk, he showed me all of the car’s  documents, and told me how 
much the dealership was asking for the car. I explained that I wasn’t 
interested in how much they wanted. Rather, I wanted to know how low 
they would be willing to go to get me to buy the car now. The salesman 
tried to get me to make an offer first. But I relentlessly refused. At last, he 
wrote down a figure on a sheet of paper and pushed it toward me, 
saying, “This is the best I can do.”

I looked at the price, crossed it out, wrote a new figure, and while 
pushing it back to him said, “Give it to me at this  price and I will pay for it 
in cash now.” After getting approval from his manager, I got the car. 

But I wonder if you got the real point of the story. You see, I paid 
thousands of dollars in cash for a car I did not test drive. At most, I spent 
five minutes looking at the car. I’m not suggesting that everyone behave 
as I did, but I trusted the salesman, had faith in the dealership, believed 
in the brand (Honda), trusted the documents, and had faith in my 
judgment and experience. Free from worry, I was able to act quickly and 
get exactly what I wanted. Five months  have passed and my wife and I 
remain in love with the car.
5. “Faith sees the invisible, believes the unbelievable, and receives the 
impossible.” (Corrie Ten Boom, 1892~1983)
Harnessing the Power of Faith
Thankfully, more and more people are recognizing the importance of 
faith. But simply understanding how important it is, is  not enough to 
release its power. To benefit from its  might, you must move beyond mere 
understanding to making it a part of you. It is not enough to understand 
the truth of faith; you must make it true for YOU. Only then will you be 
transformed by this mighty force.
Charles Blondin (1824~1897) was a French tightrope walker and acrobat 
that moved to the United States and gained fame by crossing the gorge 
below Niagara Falls on a tightrope, 1100 feet (335 m) long, 3¼ inches in 
diameter, 160 feet (50 m) above the water, carrying his manager, Harry 
Colcord on his  back. One day, just before starting, he asked someone in 
the audience if he believed that he could do it. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TVGrcy8wQHk
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“Yes,” the man replied, "you can do it!" 

The Great Blondin asked again, more emphatically. 

“Yes, I’m sure you can do it!” 
“Good,” said Blondin, “because my manager isn’t here today and I need 
you to ride over on my back.” 
When your faith in yourself, in others, and in life matches that of the faith 
of Blondin’s manager, you will have released the power of faith, and you 
will be capable of living the life of your dreams.
Some Characteristics of Faith
We’ve come this  far without defining faith. It may seem unnecessary, but 
just to clarify our understanding, I’ll make a few points.

1. Faith means confidence, but not certainty, for if the outcome were 
certain, there would be no need for faith.

2. Faith is  a continuation of reason. To have faith in the power of belief is 
not fancy or wishful thinking. It is  reasonable because it is based on 
reason or science. After all, the placebo effect, or healing that comes 
from faith in the treatment rather than the treatment itself, is a long 
established scientific fact. 

Tryon Edwards (1809~1894) also makes a good point about the 
relationship between science and faith, “Science has sometimes been 
said to be opposed to faith, and inconsistent with it. But all science, in 
fact, rests  on a basis  of faith, for it assumes the permanence and 
uniformity of natural laws - a thing which can never be demonstrated.”

For the latest thought on how the mind influences our body and well 
being and for an introduction to epigenetics and biomolecular medicine 
see these two books (Don’t be afraid; they are written for the layperson):

The Biology of Belief: Unleashing the Power of Consciousness, Matter, & 
Miracles, Bruce H. Lipton Ph.D. Hay House, 2008.

Molecules Of Emotion: The Science Behind Mind-Body Medicine by 
Candace B. Pert, Simon & Schuster, 1999

3. Faith is pragmatic. Faith makes sense because it works. To have faith 
in yourself, humanity, and life leads to success and happiness. The 
naysayers and doomsday purveyors prove nothing other than their 
attitude leads to unhappiness.

4. “To one who has faith, no explanation is necessary. To one without 
faith, no explanation is possible.” (St. Thomas Aquinas, 1225~1274)

5. Reason is knowing with our mind; faith is knowing with our heart.
6. “There is  no such thing as a lack of faith. We all have plenty of faith, 
it's just that we have faith in the wrong things. We have faith in what can't 
be done rather than what can be done. We have faith in lack rather than 
abundance but there is no lack of faith.” (Eric Butterworth, 1916~2003)

7. Faith is patience and persistence; it is  holding on to our dream even 
after our rational mind gives up.

8. Faith is the gateway to adventure, for life is a leap of faith.
9. “Faith is building on what you know is  here, so you can reach what 
you know is there.” (Cullen Hightower) 
“It's like driving a car at night. You never see further than your headlights, 
but you can make the whole trip that way.” (E. L. Doctorow)

10. Danish philosopher Soren Kierkegaard (1813~1855) adds, “Faith is 
the highest passion in a human being. Many in every generation may not 
come that far, but none comes further.
Caveats
1. True, when we place our trust in others, we may occasionally be 
deceived, but better to trust many than to trust none and live in torment.

2. Some wish they had faith, but none who have it wish they didn't.

3. “We seldom lose our faith by a blow out, usually it is  just a slow 
leak.” (author unknown) Guard against slow leaks.

4. They who have no faith when the sun is shining will have none when 
the clouds come.

5. “Just as a small fire is extinguished by the storm whereas a large fire 
is  enhanced by it - likewise a weak faith is weakened by predicament 
and catastrophes whereas a strong faith is strengthened by 
them.” (Viktor E. Frankl, 1905~1997) 
6. Don’t seek faith that life will spare you from difficulties. Rather, seek 
faith that life will give you the strength to overcome anything it throws 
your way.
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How Do We Cultivate, Maintain, or Increase Our Faith?
1. Focus on what you can do rather than what you can’t do.

2. Never say you cannot do something without adding the word “yet.” 
Example: I cannot dance YET.

3. Be open to it. Faith cannot enter a closed mind any more than you can 
enter a closed room

4. Look for reasons to have faith, not reasons to have doubt. Remember, 
we find what we look for.
5. Set and work toward your goals. Each success  you experience will 
lead you to believe you are in control and anything is possible.
6. Help others have faith. Remember, we have to give away what we 
wish to receive.
7. Enjoy inspirational books, magazines, and movies.

8. Associate with positive thinkers, for you will become like the people 
you hang out with. 
9. Don’t be afraid to be tested, for a faith that hasn't been tested can't be 
trusted.
“Pity the human being who is not able to connect faith within himself with 
the infinite. He who has  faith has... an inward reservoir of courage, hope, 
confidence, calmness, and assuring trust that all will come out well - 
even though to the world it may appear to come out most badly.” (B.C. 
Forbes, 1880~1954)
For more ideas  on faith see: http://www.personal‐development.com/
chuck/faith.htm   ###

Chuck Gallozzi lived, studied, and worked in Japan for 15 years, 
immersing himself in the wisdom of the Far East and graduating with 
B.A. and M.A. degrees in Asian Studies. He is a Canadian writer, 
Certified NLP Practitioner, Founder and Leader of the Positive Thinkers 
Group in Toronto, speaker, seminar leader, and coach. Chuck is a 
catalyst for change, dedicated to bringing out the best in others, and he 
can be found on the web at:

http://www.personal-development.com/chuck-gallozzi-articles.htm
©-Kristina-Afanasyeva-Dreamstime.com

You've got to do your own growing, no 
matter how tall your grandfather was.
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A COURSE IN
MIRACLES
WORKBOOK FOR STUDENTS

These weekly lessons are brought to Cultivate Life! members
by special arrangement with

FOUNDATION FOR INNER PEACE

Each week Cultivate Life! is presenting A Course In Miracles Workbook Lessons and accompanying commentary.
Lesson 15
My thoughts are images that I have made.
It is because the thoughts you think you think appear as images that you 
do not recognize them as nothing. You think you think them, and so you 
think you see them. This is  how your "seeing" was made. This  is the 
function you have given your body's eyes. It is not seeing. It is image 
making. It takes the place of seeing, replacing vision with illusions.

This  introductory idea to the process of image making that you call 
seeing will not have much meaning for you. You will begin to understand 
it when you have seen little edges of light around the same familiar 
objects which you see now. That is the beginning of real vision. You can 
be certain that real vision will come quickly when this has occurred.

As we go along, you may have many "light episodes." They may take 
many different forms, some of them quite unexpected. Do not be afraid 
of them. They are signs that you are opening your eyes at last. They will 
not persist, because they merely symbolize true perception, and they are 
not related to knowledge. These exercises will not reveal knowledge to 
you. But they will prepare the way to it.

In practicing the idea for today, repeat it first to yourself, and then apply it 

to whatever you see around you, using its  name and letting your eyes 
rest on it as you say:

This ___ is an image that I have made. 
That ___ is an image that I have made.

It is  not necessary to include a large number of specific subjects for the 
application of today's idea. It is  necessary, however, to continue to look 
at each subject while you repeat the idea to yourself. The idea should be 
repeated quite slowly each time.

Although you will obviously not be able to apply the idea to very many 
things during the minute or so of practice that is recommended, try to 
make the selection as random as possible. Less than a minute will do for 
the practice periods, if you begin to feel uneasy. Do not have more than 
three application periods for today's idea unless you feel completely 
comfortable with it, and do not exceed four. However, the idea can be 
applied as needed throughout the day.

A Course In Miracles lessons 
brought to you by www.acim.org

Lesson 16 in the next issue 
of Cultivate Life! magazine

http://www.acim.org
http://www.acim.org


Lesson 15 Commentary

Our perception is composed of images made from our thoughts. 
Because the thoughts appear as images, we do not recognize the 
thoughts as nothing. Physical sight is nothing more than this, and 
this is the purpose of physical sight. We gave our body's eyes the 
function of seeing these thought images, in order to validate the 
thoughts we think we are thinking.

It is not seeing. It is image making. It takes the place of seeing, 
replacing vision with illusions. 

The Course is quite consistent in its view of our physical sight. It 
says, for instance:

Everything the body's eyes can see is a mistake, an error in 
perception, a distorted fragment of the whole without the meaning 
that the whole would give. 

The body's eyes see only form. They cannot see beyond what they 
were made to see. And they were made to look on error and not 
see past it.

What our eyes show us is a mistake. What our eyes show us is an 
image we have made, and does not portray the truth. They were 
"made to look on error and not see past it." Part of what we must 
begin to learn is to look past the bodily level, to begin to realize that 

what our eyes are showing us is not necessarily the truth. Our eyes 
are showing us only the errors of our own minds.

There is something beyond the physical that vision can show us. 
That is the meaning of the "edges of light" the lesson refers to. In a 
workshop I attended, Ken Wapnick remarked that this mention of 
"light episodes" (3:1) was included in part as an answer to a friend 
of Helen's who was seeing light around people and wondering if 
there was something wrong. The lesson explains that such 
experiences "merely symbolize true perception". The lesson is not 
trying to say that everyone should have such experiences. It is 
saying merely that, if such experiences do occur, we should not be 
disconcerted by them; they are a sign of progress. It is not the 
symbol of true perception we seek, however, but true perception 
itself. The meaning of "edges of light" is simply that there is 
something there to be seen that is beyond the physical. It is to this 
realization that the lesson is leading us.

This  material is copyrighted by Circle of 
Atonement

A Course in Miracles
Lesson commentary by

ALLEN WATSON
Circle of Atonement

The indispensable companion on your journey 
through the Workbook of A Course in Miracles. 
These books offer insightful teachings, personal 
anecdotes, detailed lesson instructions, and 
cameo essays on related topics such as 
meditation in the Course.
From Circle Publishing bookstore
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Increase Your Confidence
From success in the workplace to successful 
dating, confidence is one of the most important 
qualities a person can possess.

www.trans4mind.com/unexplainable
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Goals, Strategies, and Systems vs. Magnetic Visions. What 
thoughts are triggered when you consider this? Which one feels 
like a better “ride” for you?
Wallace Wattles wrote in his book, The Science of Getting Rich —

“Man is a thinking center, and can originate thought. All the forms that 
man fashions with his  hands must first exist in his thought; he cannot 
shape a thing until he has thought that thing … Man can form things in 
his thought, and, by impressing his thought upon formless substance, 
can cause the thing he thinks about to be created.”

Wattles  also wrote about Increase. Nature’s prime directive is to 
increase. As part of nature, you feel this prime directive. It’s why you 
strive to build and build-up and are frustrated when you’re not sure how 
to do this effectively.

I’m not saying there’s anything wrong with goals; but every success 
begins as an idea that gets  energized by enthusiasm and inspiration—
and this  starts inside of you. A goal fed by passionate commitment (or 
even just a “this  would be fun” approach) always follows  an idea, it never 
precedes it. My point is you automatically engage a magnetic vision 
process (positively or negatively), in part, before you ever name a 

goal or take one or more actions. Why not do this consciously, 
deliberately, with more clarity and energy, and in your favor.
Goals make you think of strategies and systems, which have a rigid feel 
to them. Have you ever felt frustrated when you used someone else’s 
strategy or system—and didn’t get the same results? What happened? 
Could it be that what they did was a fit for them and not for you? 

You can use up a lot of time and energy trying strategies  and systems 
not tailored to your desired experience or nature . . . sort of like having a 
goal to get a new garment, yet choosing to try on the wrong sizes and 
clothing styles rather than take the more direct route of going to a tailor 
or seamstress. In the case of magnetic visions, you are the designer and 
the one who “reaps what you sew,” based on what’s appropriate for you
—because only you know what that is.

How much time and energy have you put into testing what works for 
others—that didn’t work for you as fully as you wanted, or at all?

You’re not fashioned from the same mold as  anyone else, you’re unique. 
How empowered would you feel if you knew how to more effortlessly 
design what’s right for you—the right fit—when you desire to achieve an 
outcome—and even enjoy the process? This is what a magnetic vision is 
about. And a magnetic vision gives birth to right next actions.

Joyce Shafer
www.stateofappreciation.webs.com

Can Goals, Strategies and 
Systems Prevent Your Success?
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You want to create a magnetic vision and hold the intention of it, but you 
don’t want to create stress  in your energy by gripping it in your fist, so-to-
speak. You do want a clear vision, but you also want to allow for 
something even better to come to you. This happens . . . often. 

Wattles  mentioned a man who’d planned and taken action only to have 
his goal fall through. The man trusted that something even better was on 
its way to him and expressed gratitude to Spirit for the results. Within a 
few weeks, something far better came to him. Had his original plan taken 
form, it would not have been to his  benefit. In fact, Wattles  explained, it 
would have been a disaster. 

It can be difficult to let go of how situations or circumstances appear 
when you want something, especially if you have any fear attached to 
needing or wanting it. 

A goal leads you to think, “I’ll feel good when I have . . .” –and you can 
feel pressured about the outcome and what it takes to achieve it. Maybe 
that’s fun for you, maybe it isn’t.

A magnetic vision lets  you hold your vision in such a way that inspired 
ideas flow to you, people and resources are drawn to you—in order to 
maintain the feeling you choose and energize. If you’re focused on a set 
goal rather than a magnetic vision, you may be like the horse wearing 
blinders, and ignore opportunities and doors opening all around you. 

When you’re guided by how you want to feel rather than what you “think” 
you have to do (like worry and take lots and lots  of fear-based actions), 
you expand your experiences. You want to stay open rather than closed, 
to inspired ideas and actions.

What you can build up to with the Implements in the Reinvent Yourself 
eCourse—which are self-guided self-empowering processes, not 
strategies—is awareness of what your ideal life or business  looks and 
feels like to you; who your ideal person or people are you choose to 
attract into your life; and what you choose to offer that is unique—and 
this  bigger picture will help you move forward in life or business in ways 
that are comfortable and authentic for you.  

Can you feel how freeing this is?   ###

Partial excerpts from Reinvent Yourself: Refuse to Settle for Less in 
Life and Business by Joyce Shafer

Shift Happens. But, the shift you want can happen faster with a coach. 
Joyce Shafer (jls1422@yahoo.com) – You Are More! Empowerment 
Coach and author of Reinvent Yourself—coaching to meet your desired 
experiences and outcomes. Learn about the buddy-coaching discount, 
energy expansion e-books, and read her most recent newsletter—all 
designed to enrich your self-empowering life experience at http://
stateofappreciation.webs.com

Joyce Shafer Bonus Pack

FANTASTIC VALUE at only $8.95  
  CLICK HERE for full information and to purchase

I Don’t Want to be Your Guru, but I Have Something to Say
How to Have What You Really Want: 
Law of  Attraction Alchemy: Change Lead Thoughts into Gold

Three ebooks PDF format

PONDER
a moment

We are responsible for what we are, and whatever we wish 
ourselves to be, we have the power to make ourselves. If what 
we are now has been the result of our own past actions, it 
certainly follows that whatever we wish to be in future can be 
produced by our present actions; so we have to know how to 
act.

—Swami Vivekananda
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An angel has two wings. On each of these wings is written one of these two words: YES and 
NO. As we are about to learn, these two simple words represent special principles that are the 
wings of spiritual freedom. 

For instance, we must learn to say YES to self-study, prayer, meditation and contemplating 
God’s great restorative powers. Can you think of other places in your days  where learning to 
say YES to life would help you go higher? For just one example, how about saying YES to 
those parts of you that know nothing good can come out of judging others for their mistakes, 
let alone jumping all over yourself!  

And we must learn to say NO to those unconscious parts  of ourselves that want us to believe 
that the way our lives have gone is  the only way they can go. We must say NO to the lies this 
lower nature throws at us when it tells  us we will lose ourselves if we end that destructive 
relationship we had been deceived to live in. The truth is it won’t be our life that comes to a 
close as  we walk away from what we now see never worked. No! What will begin to die is the 
dark nature whose will we had done, because it cannot live in the light of our new wish and 
inner work to be free. 

To help you strengthen the spiritual YES in you, learn to put Truth first, last, and always in your 
life. This grand YES will grow to have greater and greater meaning to you as you put it into 
practice. To give you one instance, always say YES to being ruthlessly honest with yourself 
about yourself. It doesn’t matter where you are or what you are doing, you can always come 
awake to yourself and remember the truth that there is no truth that is bad for you to know. 
This  knowledge, coupled with your active wish to be free, outweighs any fear that may pop up 
in you as you observe yourself this way. This remembrance is like liquid gold. It enriches the 
right parts of you each time you can be aware of yourself through this Aim. 

But equally important to taking on this  task of saying YES is our inner work of recognizing 
when and where to say NO. We must never allow ourselves to forget that there are many 
sleeping parts of ourselves that secretly feel good while they get us to do wrong!  Remember: 
No form of externalized codependent behavior can exist or exhibit itself without some unseen 

NEW FREEDOM FROM 
SELF-DEFEATING BEHAVIOR

by Guy Finley



character at work within us providing it the right conditions it needs for its 
foul life to flourish. With this in mind, here are some common 
codependent areas where we all ache (often without knowing it) because 
we fail to stay awake:

1. Making “peace” with people who would punish us: There are parts 
of us that would rather be punished by unkind people than have to spend 
one minute being alone by ourselves, because the only way these same 
parts  in us can exist is  if they have someone to resent or somehow fear. 
In this case we remain in these ruinous relationships because the fear or 
emptiness we feel in even considering leaving them is felt to be too 
much to bear on our own. Here’s the Key to escaping this captivity: This 
fear that we experience does feel real, no doubt; but it belongs to an 
imagined self. Collecting and then consciously cultivating this new 
knowledge of ourselves points the way out if we will walk with its truth in 
our hand. 

To begin, walk away from anyone who “helps” you to feel that it is 
necessary to hurt; leave anyone who causes you pain for “your own 
good”. Here’s the rule to remember: Never make peace outwardly — or 
inwardly — with anyone or any psychological state that punishes you. 
Say NO and go! A whole new and independent life awaits you.      

2. Blaming others: Whenever we allow angry parts of us to cast blame 
upon others for the conditions  we find ourselves in, we enable the 
sleeping nature within us to stay in its  dream that if it weren’t for others 
doing us wrong we would never be so upset and angry, defeated or 
depressed. The truth is  there are unconscious parts of us that readily find 
fault with others in a misguided effort to remain infallible in their own 
eyes. Each time we blame someone else we agree to remain asleep in 
this  misery-making mistaken identity. Saying NO to this nature is saying 
goodbye to a host of imagined enemies this false self needs to remain 
itself, as well as to a war that can never be won. 

3. Complaining about your life: The self that looks  out at life and 
complains about what it sees cannot see that if it weren’t for a false 
picture it holds  of how things should be, connected with the mistaken 
sense of self created by clinging to this  picture, it wouldn’t have anything 
to be negative about. The more this nature compares what life isn’t to its 
own idea of imagined happiness, the more it complains, and the more 
complaints it makes, the more real it feels. Say NO to this codependent 
negative nature by learning to choose consciousness over resentfulness.

To speed your journey to freedom from all forms of codependent 
relationships, it is very helpful to make a list of areas in your life where 
you find yourself aching for one reason or another. To get you started 
with this special study of yourself, I have made a short list of suspect 
places where we tend to fall into wrong relationship with those around 
us, or with our own familiar thoughts and feelings. 

We are in unconscious codependent relationships with others whenever 
we find ourselves:  

1. Meddling in the lives of others  or allowing others to tinker with our 
troubles.

2. Gossiping about anything, but especially taking part in denigrating 
others we know and otherwise associate with. 

3. Standing around and spreading any form of “gloom and doom” either 
in a casual conversation or in the confines of our own thoughts. 

4. Agreeing with the hatred of anyone else for any other person, group, 
or condition. 

5. Taking part in any form of a dark inner dialogue with ourselves about 
some imagined enemy or otherwise unwanted circumstance. 

6. Allowing others to make their problems our own so that we have to 
carry the weight of their discontentment. 

7. Entertaining any thoughts  from any source — be they from within 
ourselves or coming from those outside of us — telling us that our life is 
without meaning. 

What should be clear now is that we have to do a special kind of inner 
work if we wish to catch and cancel self-harming codependent behavior. 
It’s not enough to just talk about achieving a good, contented life. 
Anyone can talk about that, and most do. Few will really do the interior 
work it takes to be free, which is why we must be different. 

We must learn what it means  to put the Truth of ourselves before all 
things. When we will strive to do this  one thing, then little by little we will 
attract to ourselves a higher strength that has no problem saying NO to 
what has never cared for us. This new NO then becomes a YES to self-
wholeness, the secret source of the happiness we have been seeking in 
all the wrong places.   ###

(an excerpt from Beyond Dependency, The Death of Addiction an e-
book)
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Affirmations
for Living Fearlessly   

Guy Finley

Each moment of life is only as precious 
as is our ability to attend to it.

“Guy Finleyʼs books have
 helped millions live fuller
 more peaceful lives.”
           —Barnes & Noble

Discover for yourself
More Information > >

If you donʼt already know 
Guy Finleyʼs work here is 

a great introduction.
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Guy Finley is  the best-selling author of The Secret of Letting Go, The 
Essential Laws of Fearless Living, and 35 other works that have sold 
over a million copies in 18 languages worldwide. His work has been 
featured on hundreds of radio and TV networks including NBC, CBS, 
ABC, CNN, NPR, and PBS. Guy has spent the last 30 years  showing 
individuals the authentic path to a higher life filled with happiness, 
success, and true love. Finley lives and teaches in Merlin, Oregon 
where he is Director of non-profit Life of Learning Foundation. 

Visit the website

Eastern Wisdom 
by Richard A. Singer Jr.  

www.RickSinger.ky
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“The Ultimate Truth is beyond words.  Doctrines are words.  They’re 
not the way.  The way is wordless.  Words are illusions…

—Bodhidharma

Meditation
Our lives cannot be lived according to words or false concepts that the 
human intellect has created.  We must feel and embrace the TRUTH 
internally and align with this powerful and trusting force.  Human 
beings create words, the Universe creates Ultimate Reality.  Deep 
within you lies the principles of Truth that you must sense intimately 
with your heart rather than know with your mind.  Freedom is the result 
of living the Truth and imprisonment is the result of living illusion.

Real Life Application
Take a journey into the depths of your being and you will certainly meet 
the TRUTH face to face.  It dwells within you patiently awaiting your 
arrival if you are a genuine seeker.  You must penetrate the veil of your 
ego and embrace the TRUTH with the purity and intimacy of your soul.  
The intellect will only push you further from reality.  Feel, embrace, 
and bond with the Truth that lies within you waiting to be uncovered 
and applied in your life.  Quiet your intellect and be still; this is where 
you will discover the TRUTH of the Universe.
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I wanted to treat Del to a "real" breakfast so I decided to make him 
French toast, but I couldn't find the bread.  As I looked through the pantry 
I thought, "Oops perhaps we don't have any", and almost stopped 
looking. Then I remembered. We had purchased some just a few days 
before so unless Del had decided to feed all the neighborhood kids a 
peanut butter and jelly sandwich we must still have bread.

"Magically" it appeared; right in front of me where it had been all along. 
What happened?  I shifted my perception, my point of view from, "there 
must not be any bread" to one that included the thought, "of course there 
is bread".

I didn't create the bread, nor had I lost it in the first place.  It wasn't 
"wrong" or "right" thinking that hid or produced the bread. No — it is so 
much simpler than that. The bread was there but my point of view had 
hid it from my sight.  That's  what perception does.  It filters, it hides, it 
reveals.

So big deal huh. It was  just bread. On the other hand, wasn't it really a 
clue of how "things" really work?

In the movie "National Treasure", the characters follow a string of clues 
— that require a perception shift to interpret — to discover a treasure 
that has been there all along.

We are surrounded by clues — that require a perception shift to interpret 
— that lead to a treasure so huge that it can never be counted or 

measured.  This treasure is available now, forever and for all without 
bounds.  We may use this treasure one teaspoon at a time, or by the 
truckloads, it's our choice. More accurately stated, once again it is  our 
perception, of how it works and what we deserve, that both reveals the 
treasure and distributes it to us.

Let's go back to the clue of not seeing bread when it was there all along.  
The word "bread" is a clue itself.  Think how often we use bread to 
symbolize substance.  In the Lord's Prayer we read, "Give us this day 
our daily bread"*. As Moses lead his people throughout a land that 
appeared to provide nothing for survival, "bread" — manna — fell from 
heaven, daily of course, sustaining lives in a practical manner. 

Bread is a wonderful symbol of the true substance that is constant, 
unvarying, and always available to all, without measure, at all times.  
Why don't we see and experience it this way? 

Because there is a worldview story that promotes and a produces a 
perception of "not enough, or later, or not consistent, or chance, or only 
for a chosen few."  When we agree to that perception, the "bread" we 
desire is hidden in plain sight.

Why not agree to a perception that provides?  Why not say to yourself, 
"There is bread. I can see it. I do have it. I do know it. I do understand it. 
I am aware of it. It is here for me now providing me with all that I need."

Subscribe To The Shift® Ezine And Free Email Courses Here 

Beca Lewis

www.becalewis.com
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This  perception is grounded in Reality. However, you don't need to 
believe it or understand it for it to "work". It requires only a perception 
shift.  The Truth of it will unfold as your perception shifts  and you begin to 
experience the results of this  shift to spiritual perception as bread 
provided for you constantly and consistently to meet all your needs.

There is  no need to leave home to search for the treasure; you will find it 
within yourself, just follow the breadcrumbs that will lead you home. 
There is no need to strive to determine the results. There is no need for 
wishful thinking.  The results of beginning with the correct perception and 
seeking the "kingdom of heaven" first are beyond our current limited 
perceptions. They will be, in fact they already are — just follow the clues.   
###

*Bible: Matt 6:11

A Mother's Advice
Jiun, a Shogun master, was a well-known Sanskrit scholar of the 
Tokugawa era. When he was young he used to deliver lectures to his 
brother students.

His mother heard about this and wrote him a letter.:

"Son, I do not think you became a devotee of the Buddha because you 
desired to turn into a walking dictionary for others. There is no end to 
information and commendation, glory and honor. I wish you would stop 
this lecture business. Shut yourself up in a little temple in a remote part 
of the mountain. Devote your time to meditation and in this way attain 
true realization."

Zen Flesh Zen Bones: A Collection of Zen and 
Pre-Zen Writings (Paperback)

Compiled by Paul Reps and Nyogen Senzaki

When Zen Flesh, Zen Bones was published in 
1957 it became an instant sensation with an 
entire generation of readers who were just 
beginning to experiment with Zen. Over the 
years it has inspired leading American Zen 
teachers, students, and practitioners. Its 
popularity is as strong today as ever.

GET YOUR COPY HERE

AVAILABLE as an ebook
PETER SHEPHERD
Daring to be Yourself
You can create a new life. A life revised in small but 
crucial ways—or perhaps you will totally change the 
way things have been up to now. You choose, of 
course.

Order the ebook: Daring to be Yourself
from Amazon.com for Kindle + iPhone, iPad, Blackberry, Mac and 
Windows with Kindle Reader.
Order the PDF version: Daring to be Yourself
from Inkstone Digital.com for Adobe Reader on all platforms.
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Before I get to the tips let me ask you what does "living in the flow" mean 
to you? It’s a new phrase you hear tossed about now and then. As I 
thought about this phrase I discovered some helpful insights on how to 
manage my own energy. Living in the flow is learning to move with the 
energy within us in a positive way. Living in the flow is when things go 
forward without a hitch. Living in the flow means knowing how to respond 
even when the energy within us changes or perhaps stalls out.

What I have experienced is that life is  a delicate balance between 
moving (flowing) forward and dealing with things (often myself) that slow 
me down or actually get in my way (blocks or resistance). When things 
are flowing smoothly, we usually pat ourselves on the back and say, 
"good for me, look at what I’ve accomplished." Unfortunately, when 
things aren’t flowing as  we think they should, we often aren’t that nice to 
ourselves (or others).

We all know that in this life stuff just happens! The flow changes, slows 
down or sometimes gets interrupted altogether. Some things we can 
control, other things we can’t. But rather than resisting the kind of energy 
that is not serving me, I have found that it’s  better to listen to what that 
energy is telling me and what I can learn from it. It is about creating 
space to get in touch with my intuitive self, listen to what I know or have 
to learn, and then shift my actions in a way that serves me better. 
Sometimes this can take longer than I would like.

In the past, and at times even now, when the energy within me would 
shift, I would often push back, trying to get myself back in the flow of 
where I should be. Notice that word "should" when you find yourself 
using it, that's a clue that you might be looking at something in a less 
than healthy way. When I would push back against procrastination or 

some other form of unwanted (lack of) energy, I usually ended up 
frustrated and found myself complicating the issue and wasting 
unnecessary time. What I learned is that by taking some time to reflect 
on what my body is telling me I understand better why the energy shift 
occurred and what to do (if anything) about it.

I’m not excusing procrastination, irresponsibility or other poor habits. 
What I am saying is often our body has good information for us that can 
help us learn to manage ourselves in a healthier way. Instead of beating 
ourselves up, we treat ourselves more kindly, more respectfully. It puts 
us in a better place mentally to shift behavior that may not be working for 
us. When we look at it this way, it takes us out of the blame game.

Living in the flow and understanding your energy takes knowledge and 
practice. It takes time to cultivate the calm, well-being and energy that 
serves us best. I like the way Goddard talks  about the flow in her book, 
Gulp, where she lists six different types  of energy. I learned a lot from 
this  little book. By putting language and definition to the different types of 
energy, it improved my ability to respond to energy shifts  in a healthier 
way.

Below is  a summary of Goddard's six definitions of energy flow. I've 
added some explanations of my own, as well as some tips on how you 
can better manage these shifts in flow or energy.

Flowing Energy
Things just seem to flow forward naturally and with ease. We feel 
relaxed, confident and life seems easy.

Tip #1: Move with the flow and enjoy. Life is sweet.

Marlene Lockwood
How to Manage Your Energy — or Living in the Flow



Blocked Energy
Nothing seems to go right. You feel like you are knocking your head 
against the same old brick wall. It may be your ego getting in the way, 
that you've planned too many things to do in one day, or that perhaps 
you aren’t headed in the right direction.

Tip #2: When your energy feels  blocked, step back, breathe deeply a few 
times and make some space for reflection. Connect with your core 
center, refocus on your purpose and check how aligned things are with 
your personal values. Give yourself time to get clear and to let new 
insights emerge.

Expanding Energy
This  is living in the flow to the max! You are inspired and alive. Your 
mood and spirits are high. You are passionate about your work. You 
know you are making a difference. You are creative and insightful.

Tip #3: Move forward with your senses wide open‚ you are creating 
something new.

Contracting Energy
If your energy is contracting you may be doing something that is  not 
serving you. You may be going against your values. Perhaps there is 
something in the environment that doesn’t honor or respect you. Your 
mood can grow darker by the day. You may even begin to feel small.

Tip #4: Stop what you are doing. Look at the situation and ask yourself, 
"Is  this  where I belong?" "Does this work support my values?" "Do I need 
to make a request?" "Do I need to change directions sooner than later?" 
Don’t rush. Be patient and let go of any judgment of yourself or others. 
Just listen, and let your body‚ your deep sense of wisdom‚ inform you.

Bouncing Energy
You are doing more than one thing at a time. You are going here, going 
there and going everywhere, trying to do it all. Or the energy is internal, 
showing up as busy mind talk. Either way, you find yourself forgetting 
important things and nothing seems to be getting done as you would like 
it. You feel irritated with yourself!

Tip #5: Stop what you are doing. Find good Mother Earth, take your 
shoes off and connect with the ground beneath you. Now raise your 

arms to the sky, feeling the energy from the heavens flow through your 
body, out through your toes, deep down into the earth and then back 
again in reverse. This is a body practice taken from Qi Gong and Tai Chi. 
Next, take a few deep breaths, let out a few sighs, and take a moment to 
ask yourself what needs to be done first.

Flat Energy
It’s hard to even get out of bed. You have no motivation or drive. You feel 
like you do not have direction in your life. You may even feel a deep 
sadness or lethargy. Maybe you are in an in-between-space, where 
nothing new has revealed itself. Or perhaps you are inadvertently 
moving away from your passion.

Tip #6: It is time to be patient and to focus on taking good care of 
yourself. Eat well, get enough rest and get outdoors where the power 
and energy of nature can gradually heal and empower you. Be open to 
what is new or trying to emerge. Give yourself time to gain clarity about 
what is next for you. You have the answers within. They will reveal 
themselves. Writing in your journal will help you get in touch with the 
wisdom you hold within.

Summary
Living is the flow is  about taking life as it comes. Too often we see it as 
wrong when our energy is not what we think it "should" be. Overreacting 
this  way only creates resistance that further blocks our progress. 
Fighting this way may bring us success, but eventually only drains us.

If we use the river as a metaphor for life, we know we will have smooth 
waters, flowing waters and a few rapids  here and there. There are 
obstacles in the river, rocks, tree roots, or other people making their own 
way. Life is about embracing the river and all its challenges. Sometimes 
life requires you to take your boat out of the water for a time.

Living in the flow is learning to appreciate what is and not to up our 
energy resisting. When we acknowledge unwanted behavior we consult 
our own wisdom, so we can continue to be kind to ourselves  while gently 
moving forward with our new insights.

My experience is that when I listen to and work with my energy, I know 
exactly what I need to do ... cut hay while the sun shines, take the 
opportunity to learn something new about myself, or maybe just bask in 
the sunlight.



What is your energy telling you?   ###

Reference: Goddard, G. (2006). Gulp. The 7 Day Crash Course to 
Master Fear and Break Through Any Challenge: New York, Bantam Dell, 
a division of Random House, Inc.
Transition Coach Marlene Lockwood helps  individuals  and groups 
navigate through life change and transition with more ease, increased 
balance, enhanced inner peace and improved creativity and vitality. 
Website: http://www.MarleneLockwood.com
B l o g : h t t p : / / s p r i n g b o a r d c o n n e c t i o n . t y p e p a d . c o m /
springboard_connection_au/

Tips for

 Conquering Your Procrastination Habit
From Success Coach Dr. Linda Sapadin

For info about success coaching and the       
“Six Styles of Procras8na8on” E‐Program 

www.BeatProcrastinationCoach.com
Visit 

Focus more on the facts, less on your feelings

Procrastination typically leads to crises. Why? Because when 
you put more emphasis on how you feel, less emphasis on 
what you know, stuff happens. Feelings are important, of 
course. But so are thoughts. Hence, strive toward a viable 
balance of the two. 

Focusing on the facts  (not your feelings) means your 
assumptions will have a better chance of meshing up with reality. 
Here’s how a crisis-maker might make a false assumption based 
on what he wants it to be rather than on ‘what is’. 

My taxes are due on Wednesday (a fact), but it won’t make 
a difference if I mail it in a few days late (a false assumption).

The gas gauge is almost on empty (a fact), but there should 
be enough gas to get to where I’m going (a false assumption).

 As you shift your focus away from resistance and focus instead 
on doing what needs to be done - despite your initial feelings - 
amazing things can happen!
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The Law of Attraction Course
The Law of Attraction responds to your thoughts, emotions, and 
beliefs. Whatever you think, feel and believe the majority of the 
time will determine the experiences of your life.
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100 Words
200 Visionaries Share Their Hope for the Future
by William Murtha 
Published by Conari Press
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David Woodward
Who Is David Woodward?
David Woodward is an independent consultant on 
development issues and author of Debt, Adjustment 
and Poverty in Developing Countries, The Next Crisis? 
Direct and Equity Investment in Developing Countries, 
and Growth Isn’t Working. His main areas of work are 
the integration of development and environmental 
agendas, elaborating an alternative paradigm of 
economic development, democratization of global 
economic governance, globalization, and health. 
David has previously worked as  an economic adviser 
in the Foreign and Commonwealth Office, as a 
technical assistant to the UK executive director to the 
IMF and World Bank, as a development economist in 
the Strategy Unit of the World Health Organization, as 
an economic policy adviser to Save the Children (UK), 
and as head of the New Global Economy program at 
t h e N e w E c o n o m i c s F o u n d a t i o n ( N E F ) . 
www.neweconomics.org

Insight from David Woodward:
“Humanity faces  two profound challenges. 
Poverty eradication is  a moral imperative; 
stopping global warming is  a practical necessity 
for our survival. We can only meet these 
challenges together—yet our current model of 
development makes poverty reduction dependent 
on ever-increasing overconsumption among the 
rich. We are thus forced to choose between 
morality and necessity, and prevented from 
achieving either goal. We must rethink the whole 
basis of the global economy, to make it the 
servant, not the master, of the world’s people. 
And this means applying in international 
institutions  democratic principles taken for 
granted at the national level—transparency, 
accountability, and equality of representation for 
all.”

a word to the wise...
"Obstacles are those frightful things you can see 
when you take your eyes off your goal." 
                                   — Henry Ford
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It's one of the hardest things parents deal with: even if you're trying to 
raise your child the right way, as soon as he walks out the door, you 
know he's  going to be exposed to all sorts  of negative - even dangerous 
- influences. From dress to attitude to a popular culture that says  it's cool 
to drink and do drugs, parents  have every right to be concerned. Are you 
afraid to send your child out the door? In this insightful one-on-one 
interview with Empowering Parents  magazine (EP), James Lehman 
gives you some honest advice.

EP: James, why do teens tend to do the very things we tell them not to 
do?

JL: Like it or not, adolescents often gravitate toward the very things you 
fear and dislike. Your child doesn't do this  to annoy you; he's doing it 
because his  friends are doing it and because that's the developmental 
stage he's in. It's a simple fact that even before your child hits the pre - 
teen years, he begins  to pull away from you. Unfortunately, one of the 
primary ways he may do this is by engaging in behaviors you dislike. 
Suddenly, you see your 13-year-old daughter's clothing and style morph 
into something age-inappropriate - or you notice that your shy 15-year-
old son has started listening to music with violent or rude lyrics.

It's important to remember that, as  an adolescent, your child is learning 
how to be part of a group, and he's  terrified of not fitting in. Kids  learn 
that to go along with others, you either enjoy what they're doing or learn 
to hide your true feelings as a way to get by. And don't forget, 
functionally, adolescents don't want to just "get by" with their friends; they 
want to be popular and well-liked. In fact, the drive to be popular is 

probably the core value of most adolescents - and they often simply don't 
realize what shaky ground they're standing on when they take on that 
value.

Fitting into a group drives your teen's development and defines who he 
is. Resisting authority makes him feel like an individual because he's 
reaffirming who he is by resisting an outside influence. And in this case, 
you are the outside influence your child is resisting. Get ready, because if 
you don't like something, he's  going to like it even more. Listening to 
music you don't like feeds into his feeling of individuation - his sense of 
wanting to become his own individual. It's not necessarily that he wants 
you to dislike his music, but if you do, that's fine with him. The same 
thing happens with clothes, movies, and pop culture. The downside to 
that is that in our culture today, adolescents have access to very 
dangerous things - like drugs and alcohol - to a much greater degree 
than teens did 50 years ago. And that access gets easier as time goes 
on. Every year, younger and younger children can get drugs and alcohol. 
In my years of working with kids in high school, they would brag to me 
that they could get anything they wanted. And I'd question them. I'd say, 
"You mean like sleeping pills and barbiturates? Pain pills?" And they 
would answer, "Yeah, and heroin, crystal meth and coke." Needless to 
say, these are very dangerous drugs - drugs where if you slip up and use 
too much, you die. Not only are they highly addictive, they're fatal.

I think that children aren't ready for that kind of temptation, and if their 
friends are doing it, they're very much at risk. Now, in most areas, the 
peer pressure is  not about hard drugs. In fact, I believe some of the peer 

James Lehman
Parenting Teens: Parental 
Authority vs. Peer Pressure



pressure is  against hard drugs. But certainly there's a lot of pressure to 
use the drugs that kids see as "soft": pot, ecstasy, and pharmaceuticals. 
And I want to clarify that I personally don't see those substances as soft 
drugs - this is just how kids have presented the information to me.

So what's  going on in your child's head? He thinks that nobody 
understands him but his peers. He thinks his  parents are old - fashioned. 
He doesn't like parental authority at this stage in his life. It's  an age 
where he's actively looking for reasons to reject adults. Many times he'll 
think, "If my parents  believe something or like it, it's automatically 
wrong." Or he shrugs off whatever you say. All of these things factor into 
his readiness to test you, push the limits, and discard the opinions and 
insights  of adults. You'll find that you can hardly even give your 
adolescent child compliments  - much less  constructive criticism - without 
getting a defiant retort.

EP: If you notice that your child is  changing and you don't like it, how 
should you handle it?

JL: Understand that any criticism you give to the way your daughter 
dresses or uses makeup, or your son's taste in music, only emboldens 
them further. In other words, any criticism you give makes  it more urgent 
that they pursue these things. They may even be polite and not attack 
you for those opinions, and they may even consider them. But the effects 
of adult opinions are usually insufficient to cause kids to change. I 
believe this is because of the stress that's on them socially. Don't ever 
underestimate the power of peer pressure. When you hear the word 
"nerd," think "parent." The truth is, you can tell your child something 
every day and just get an argument. Then one day, his  best friend tells 
him the exact same thing, and now it's gospel. That understandably 
drives parents crazy. You want to say, "I told you that!" But if you do, your 
child just says, "No, you didn't." He just doesn't want to hear it.

Fifty or sixty years ago, there were still a lot of taboos about being 
rebellious or defiant to your parents. You could be a little rebellious, but 
you didn't curse in front of them, much less call them names. You didn't 
attack teachers or act disrespectfully toward them. But nowadays, kids 
say anything to their parents. They treat them any way they want to, and 
in many cases, they get away with it.

I also believe there is too much propaganda on TV, in the movies, and in 
music that convinces kids  that they've got all the answers deep inside of 

them. I think it's  a mistake to tell kids that "The answers are inside you - 
you just have to search for them." In my opinion, that's a lot of garbage. 
It's misleading for kids  who may feel confused, overwhelmed, and as if 
there's  something wrong with them because they aren't able to dig deep 
enough.

Even so, I think it's  the message kids want to hear so our culture pounds 
it into them. Adolescents  like hearing, "You're in charge; you're in control; 
your time has come." Unfortunately, for many teens, it couldn't be further 
from the truth. And when a situation comes up where they truly need 
guidance or help, it makes them more likely to feel as if they can handle 
it on their own - and as if they're in control - when they really aren't.

EP: Can you say anything to your kids  when they start behaving in ways 
that bother you?

JL: Personally, I look for ways not to fight with kids and to avoid power 
struggles. Again, I'm big on letting kids make decisions and on letting 
them be independent on the soft stuff that's in the middle. If you picture 
decision - making as a room, imagine that in the middle of the room are 
all the "soft" decisions - including what kind of music your child likes, 
what kind of clothes your son wears, who your daughter's favorite movie 
star is. The walls of the room are the hard decisions around things like 
health, safety and academic performance. In my opinion, anything in the 
middle of the room is fine for them to decide for themselves, but if your 
child starts  pushing on the walls, I think you should push back. And state 
the rules very clearly: "No, you can't use drugs. No, you can't drink. No, 
you can't stay out all night." Don't change your story line. Things like 
drugs and alcohol, shoplifting, damaging people's property and assault 
are easy to define - this type of behavior is very black and white. Doing 
any of these things is wrong, and there are laws to prove it.

On the other hand, generally I think kids should be able to pick their own 
music, clothes and makeup. Unless there's some moral problem with the 
way they're dressing, this is a fight you don't want to have - and you want 
to pick your fights carefully. I know that sexuality and clothing is a 
particularly sensitive area. While I think clothing shouldn't be a big 
argument, I think kids, particularly adolescent girls, often dress in a very 
sexualized way today. If it becomes problematic for a parent, I think they 
need to set limits on it. This is  something I believe that each family has to 
decide for themselves.



When it comes to music, the only thing I would say is "Keep the music 
down" - or have your child get a set of ear buds if you don't want to hear 
it. Certainly, just because they're teenagers doesn't mean you have to 
listen to them blasting their music; they don't have the right to disturb 
anybody else in the house. And if their choice in music is offensive or 
violent, I also think you can say, "You don't have a right to listen to this 
music in my house," and many parents do say that. I don't think that's 
wrong, but I don't think it's always effective either, because it doesn't 
change anything. Kids who aren't allowed to listen to certain kinds of 
music aren't any less affected by pop culture. Ultimately, though, I 
believe it's the parent's choice.

Don't forget, your child may not do the stuff you want him to do - and he 
may do things you don't want him to do. But you have to make your 
family's  values and positions very, very clear so that when your child 
looks to find solid ground later, he'll have something to revert back to. In 
other words, if the day comes when your child wants to follow his family's 
values, the model will be there - no matter what those values were.

EP: James, is  there any way you can protect your kids, so to speak, 
when they leave for the day?

JL: In my opinion, you can't insulate your children from the world. 
There's  nothing you can do about that. You might try to protect them 
morally, spiritually or mentally, but you can't isolate them from the world 
physically. And when they go out into the world, if they're attracted to 
something, the bottom line is  that you are not going to be able to stop 
them. If they want to do something, you have no control and you can't 
change that.

But let's  talk about what you do have control over. Many kids have cell 
phones, video games, and computers at their disposal. All of these 
things are capable of introducing concepts, ideas, and behaviors to your 
child that you don't agree with. I think it's  very important for you to 
exercise whatever control you can over what happens in your home - 
and that includes all the information that comes into your home, including 
TV and the Internet.

EP: Do you think parents are justified in spying on their kids' activities?

JL: I'm not against parents spying on their kids, but I am against parents 
searching their kids' rooms unless  they tell them ahead of time. I think it's 

reasonable to say, "I'm going to look in your room sometimes." But 
again, I do think kids have to be told.

You can get computer programs to track the websites  your children have 
visited. If you want, you can see every text message your child has sent 
or received. I support that, as long as you say to your child, "I'm going to 
check your text messages sometimes; I'm going to check your Facebook 
account." You can also screen video games, but tell your child, "Don't 
buy it before I screen it, because if I don't like it, I'm getting rid of it. You 
can return it to the store or sell it." Remember, you have the right to 
screen anything that comes into your home.

Parents can do anything they want, but I don't think we should be sneaky 
about it - I think we have to be up front. And if you tell your child that 
you'll be checking up on him and he gets angry about that, that's too 
bad. The main thing is that you want your child to know how important 
this  is to you. You can say, "Your safety and health is important to me, so 
this  is what I'm going to do. And if you don't like it, I understand. But this 
is still what I'm going to do."

I think that it's good to respect boundaries, and I support parents who do 
that. But I also support parents who say, "Hey, I can't worry about a 
concept like boundaries when my son or daughter is using drugs; this is 
life and death." If you saw somebody falling onto the subway tracks  or 
the railroad tracks, you wouldn't think about boundaries, you'd grab them 
and save them. So I understand and support parents when the situation 
is too critical to worry about boundaries.

EP: How much control do you have over the things to which your child is 
exposed?

JL: I think it's  important to understand that you have no control over what 
your children are exposed to when they leave for the day. I mean, if you 
drive them to school during the school year, then they won't be exposed 
to stuff on the school bus. But make no mistake, they're exposed to 
whatever happens once they get there. If they go to an all - boys or an all 
- girls school, then they won't be exposed to the opposite sex there, and 
that's a choice many parents  make. There are some things you can 
manage, but basically if your child lives in the world, your child will be 
exposed to the world. And unfortunately, it's  the same world you and I 
are exposed to, even though kids don't have the mental capacity or 
maturity level that we have to deal with it. It's a risky proposition, and I 
understand that.



So the only secondary control you have is through the beliefs, values, 
and morals that you teach to your kids. As a parent, you hope they're 
going to make good decisions and that those values will exert some 
force opposing the negative influences out there. But each child is 
different, just like each adult is different, and there's  nothing you can do 
about that. Personally, I think parents expect too much of themselves  if 
they think their own behavior in the home will prevent their child from 
making any mistakes in life.

Listen, I understand that it's the most vulnerable thing in the world to 
know that your child is  out there alone making decisions, some of which 
may be life - threatening. I'm not only talking about drug and alcohol use, 
but also decisions about shoplifting, risky sexual behavior, and who your 
child talks  to online. And make no bones about it, if your child is 
committing crimes, he's going to be arrested for them, and when he turns 
18, he will be tried as an adult. Believe me, that's going to affect him for 
the rest of their his life.

So parents have every reason to be concerned and worried, and to feel 
vulnerable. There's nothing you can do except run a home where values 
are promoted and talked about. Don't get into fights about it with your 
child - just keep your values  clear. Values like "If you cop out with drugs 
and alcohol, you'll miss the things you need to learn."

EP: So is there any hope for kids out there today?

JL: You can hope, but you can also plan for things. I think parents need 
to plan their response to certain behaviors  and actions before their kids 
undertake them. So discuss ahead of time, "What are we going to do if 
Jake smokes pot? What are we going to do if we find drugs in his bed? 
What are we going to do if he gets arrested or brought home by the 
cops? What is  our response going to be? What is  our tone going to be? 
What are our words going to be?" Really think about what is  going to be 
the most effective way to respond. Just because somebody uses  drugs 
once doesn't mean they're lost forever. Certainly you want to have a way 
of responding to the situation that's not hysterical, and nothing promotes 
that like parents talking about it ahead of time.

By the way, I see the plan as a set of guidelines that you come up with 
ahead of time. Talk about what you want to communicate as opposed to 
what you're going to say. This is because when you are faced with this 
moment, you may not say what you thought you were going to say.

EP: What kind of conversations should you have with your child about 
what they're seeing or experiencing?

JL: Again, you should tell your child how risky some of these things are. 
Ideally, you've been talking about this with him for five years already. At 
the age of eight, nine, and ten, you want to start introducing these topics. 
You might use smoking as an example. "See that guy smoking? That's 
so bad for you. I don't think people should do that. It makes you sick and 
it costs a lot of money." Your child might answer, "Why does he do it, 
then?" You can say, "Because he didn't listen to his parents." Make that 
clear. Always throw in that his parents  didn't want him to do it, or that his 
parents told him not to smoke. It's  very important that your child has  a 
sense of, "If I don't listen to my parents, I could get into trouble." In my 
opinion, that's a really healthy thing for kids to fear.

EP: Is there anything else you would recommend to parents?

JL: Yes, I think one of the most important things for parents to do is 
avoid name - calling. Don't make character references about your child 
because of some mistake in judgment that he made. In other words, let's 
say you catch your child smoking pot. I think it's one thing to tell him that 
the choice was wrong, that he's  accountable for what he did, and that 
there will be consequences. But parents shouldn't be calling their kids 
"losers" or judging their character because they screwed up. That's  not 
healthy.

As parents, sometimes we think that somehow we have to hurt our kids 
in order for the behavior to stop. That's the mentality behind smacking 
your child on his butt - that somehow he won't stop misbehaving until it 
hurts. Personally, I don't buy that. I think you can use consequences  to 
make people uncomfortable. So in that sense, your child not being able 
to use his cell phone should hurt. I think when parents start viciously 
attacking or calling names, they're really being ineffective. It doesn't 
change the behavior, and it negatively affects your relationship, in 
addition to being hurtful and mean.

So let's say your child is smoking pot, and you say, "You little scum bag, 
you really disappoint me, you lied to me you little jerk." If you're saying 
this  to him now, what are you going to say to him when he's 30? 
Remember, just because you have the power to say something doesn't 
mean you should say it. What good is calling your child names ever 
going to do? Do you think he's not going to shoot heroin because you 



called him a bum? Do you think he'll say, "Oh, my God, I didn't know you 
felt that way, Dad." No way. Calling names doesn't help - it just creates 
more bad feelings. If you're disappointed, certainly say so. But saying 
hurtful things just takes away any influence you might have had on your 
child's drug use.

I always tell parents "If being mean or angry helped, therapists  would be 
out of business." I state that very clearly and honestly. The fact is, 
therapists are in business  because being hurtful, mean and angry 
doesn't help and probably makes the problem worse.

EP: James, in your opinion is  there anything about which a parent can 
be certain?

JL: I don't think you can truly make sure of anything. Part of the sweet 
sadness of being a parent is  that you do the best you can with your kids 
and then they go off on their own. They have tastes  of their own and 
dreams of their own from a very early age, whether or not they let you in 
on it. As your kids individuate more, you'll see them liking things you 
don't like, and not liking things you do like; they just might not talk about 
it because they're afraid to upset you. I know it's a very hard thing to do, 
but I pity the parent who can't let go. I believe that's  part of the reason 
why there's  so much fighting between parents  and adolescents, because 
neither party is comfortable with what's happening. The parents are not 
comfortable with their child becoming more independent and the 
adolescent is not comfortable dealing with his  parent's disapproval, so 
they fight. Remember, for the first years  of your child's life, all he wanted 
was your approval. He feels a reaction when he's pushing you away, but 
he can't help it. And that's  where the frustration and anger comes in. It 
can be such an unhappy time in a family's life.

There really are no easy answers. The idea of letting a child out into the 
world filled with dangers is a parent's worst nightmare. One of the 
reasons it's  so hard is because you're powerless over your kids. You 
spend all these years protecting your kids; you're ready to jump in front 
of a bus to save them, but when the day comes when they do something 
risky, you're powerless over it. It's awful, but parenting is not for sissies. I 
think the best thing you can do as a parent is to recognize your own 
limitations and learn how to be more effective if you can. And then really 
put a lot into those areas where it matters and keep role modeling.   ###

Parenting Teens: Parental Authority vs. Peer Pressure is reprinted 
with permission from Empowering Parents magazine. James Lehman 
is  a behavioral therapist and the creator of  The Total Transformation 
Program for parents. This  program offers  practical, real world 
solutions for the most challenging problems parents face: defiance, 
disrespect, back talk, lying, cursing, lack of motivation, acting out in 
school and more. In this step-by-step program you'll learn the 
techniques James has used in his private practice to help children 
take responsibility for their behavior and help parents get back in 
control of their homes. James has worked with troubled teens and 
children for three decades, and holds  a Masters Degree in Social 
Work from Boston University.
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More and more my gardening skills  lack enthusiasm. The other day, with 
grass freshly long from a deep periodic irrigation, I decided to mow the 
back yard. A few weeks ago, I brought the mower in to the repair shop 
for regular maintenance and the last time I used it, it started up fine. This 
time, I primed the carburetor and pulled the cord – again and again. After 
43 times  (yes, I counted!) I gave up. That's  when the universe decided to 
demonstrate a practical, yet very enlightening allegory.

Priming the pump
One-two-three. Nothing. Four-five-six. Nothing. The engine wouldn't 
engage. I tried to pull it harder, still nothing. I tried to pull the cord slower, 
nothing again. Primed it again – seven-eight-nine. Nothing. I thought 
perhaps I flooded the engine and that's  why it wouldn't start. Looking at 
my lawn, overgrown and unkempt, I knew something had to work out. I 
began to imagine taking it back to the repair shop with my receipt, and 
asking for a follow up inspection. In my mind, I endured dislodging the 
handle, hoisting the heavy dirty mower in the back of my van, and driving 
to the shop – only to be told it would be another week. I had the entire 
scenario scripted around failure! Then, it hit me. What would it look like if 
the mower started?

In life we spend a lot of time priming the pump of our expectations. We 
try the same thing, over and over, again and again. The same results 
ensue. We wonder why things  don't work the way we want them to – 
after all, we're primed and ready to go! We do everything according to 
someone's  rules (or even our own), in the specified order. Then, we 
repeat our maneuvers just to make sure we did it right the first time – 
more out of disbelief than of assuredness of a different outcome. 
Hmmm.. we do all the motions – suffering, struggling, preparation, and 
life hands us a stalled outcome.

Momentary engagement
My arm got tired from the ridiculous cord-pulling. I took a deep breath 
and mumbled, "this time it's going to start." Sputter-sputter – zoom! 
Victory! But then, cough-cough, click. The mower and I began an absurd 
one-foot-at-a-time relationship where it would engage and then quit. I 
wondered if this  was more frustrating than not starting at all. 
Nonetheless, not to be defeated, I played this  game through 3 
lengthwise courses of mowing, managing to get the worst of the lawn cut 
before I took a much needed break. I reasoned the mower (not ME, of 
course, the mower) needed a break. I let go and walked away.
Our everyday frustrations with Spirit happen this way, too. Just when we 
think we've figured something out, poof! We try again and get a little 
further down the path, then we stop. We can almost hear the Universe 
saying, "are you sure this is what you want?" and it cracks open the door 
of possibility and we look out, and slam! The door closes on us. Yet we 
keep knocking and keep trying, not understanding that what we want 
may not be in residence or its otherwise detained in our consciousness.

(A True Story)

Marlene 
Buffa

www.wordsofmind.com
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Separation
Allowing the machine much needed rest, I decided to use the cool 
morning time wisely. I looked over at the mower, almost mocking me in 
the middle of the half-mown lawn, and plugged in the double orange 
extension cord. I bought a second hand hedge trimmer which I'd yet to 
use, and took it and the cord over to the bushes to trim. It worked 
smoothly and I remember thinking how proud I was not to gouge my own 
leg in the process. Finally, when I'd squared off the oleanders just 
perfectly, my confidence got the better of me. Remember that bright 
orange extension cord? I moved it out of the way, but it fell right into the 
path of my hedge trimmer and zzzzt – severed it in two. I'd traded one 
landscaping frustration for another.

Sometimes the best way to solve our quagmires is to step out of them. 
We get so bogged down in details, in process, in consequences, we 
can't breathe. When we step away from one area of difficulty to 
something new, we still bring our attitudes with us! In doing so, we find 
that life reacts equally as haphazardly because nothing inside of us has 
really changed – it's simply a different problem.
Declaration
I separated the double orange extension cord, and threw the severed 
section into the trash in the alley. I rolled up the intact half, and put it, 
along with my hedge trimmer, back in place. There it stood – the 
lawnmower. Daring me to attempt to move it from its inertia. I 
purposefully walked over to it and tried starting it again, thinking the 15 
minutes I allowed it to rest would be sufficient. Same thing. Repeat – 
pull, pull, stall. Aaargh! Finally, I looked at the lawn, looked at the mower 
and said, "I want my mower to start and stay running until I want it to 
stop!" Pull – action! I laughed out loud – was it really THAT EASY? The 
mower stayed running, and continued to restart successfully between my 
emptying the catch basket. I finished the entire back yard in record time.

When we focus on what we want in life, instead of the struggle, process 
and the difficulty, the Universe has a newly mown path on which to give 
us our heart's  desire. What we want, clearly defined, purposefully 
declared, expectantly requested, manifests in our lives – like magic. Our 
specific wording and intention must be carefully crafted because our 
subconscious and Spirit take us literally at our word. No jokes, no self-
deprecation, no apologies  – simply ask for what you want, and in the 
manner it should appear and state your expected outcome.

Appreciation
After I parked the mower and covered it up, I went in the house and took 
a shower. Mowing the lawn is  a dusty chore here in the desert. 
Afterwards, I looked out the back door and truly admired the beauty of 
the freshly trimmed yard and appreciated that my efforts paid off. I 
thanked the forces for delivering what I asked for.
When things work out in life, whether your interpret them as "luck" or 
divine intervention, be sure to thank the Source.
Our life lessons  come from a text book, growing up and even 
landscaping. We notice allegories and comparisons to what we go 
through every day and something inside us clicks. When we connect to 
our internal spark which primes our pump, we engage in a powerful 
journey. Although it appears that moving slowly and stopping often brings 
us discomfort and frustration, we truly need the exercise to absorb the 
lesson life attempts to show us. When we step away not only from the 
current situation causing us distress, but also away from our negative 
thinking which bore the problem, we find success in the respite. The 
Universe is all hearing – it is our responsibility to tell it what we want. Our 
choices and possibilities  are as endless as blades of grass – we simply 
need to decide and declare it. It makes all the priming, pulling, and 
pushing worth it!   ###

Taking a quiet sideways glance at life, Marlene Buffa offers insight 
through her words from experiences. A student of new-thought 
teachings, Marlene finds practical spirituality around every corner and 
seeks wisdom through observation of life's  inter-relationships. 
Sometimes playful, sometimes poignant, always thought-provoking, 
her writing inspires readers in meaningful ways.  You can visit her 
website at www.wordsofmind.com and write to her at mbuffa@cox.net

Start a New Life!
Trans4mind’s in-depth home-study course which comes 
with full email support. It  will help you become clearer 
about your own identity, what you want in life — your 
life vision — and how to consciously  transform your life 
for the better. $39 plus you get ebook bonuses and 
ongoing email support.

www.trans4mind.com/new_life_course
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Life as We Feel It 
I am so proud of some of my Life Coaching clients this week: they have 
made some huge break-throughs, and they have only been able to do 
that because they have embraced some tough challenges which have 
been thrown their way!  Those brilliant shifts in creating different 
outcomes have mostly come about because we have been able to break 
some very old and established beliefs and habits!  And that's usually a 
tough call - as we all know!

A great analogy on how we individually describe our lives, would be to 
ask three blind people to describe an elephant, but they can only go on 
what their own experience has taught them.

The first, who has a hold of the trunk, declares it to be like a snake; 
while the second, who has it's leg, declares it to be like a tree; and the 
third, who has it's tail, pronounces that an elephant is like a thin rope.

All three, operating from their own limited information, have described 
their individual experience with the elephant; and all three have arrived 
at wildly different conclusions about what 'elephant' really means.  To 
each of these people, it is something different.  

Because their observations were limited, their conclusions differed wildly 
from each others'.

Actually, most of us would describe life itself in a very similar way!

Our own experiences are often limited to what we were taught as 
children, about what was achievable and what was impossible; and what 
we were capable of achieving ourselves, and what was completely 
beyond our own reach as individuals!  That, in many cases, was also 
based on very limited information; just like the blind folks above.  What 
we were taught by family, teachers, friends, and various  other sources of 
our educational foundations, could be similar to having blindfolds  and 
earmuffs on for a very long period of time; with us refusing to see or 
hear anything outside our own 'beliefs'.  And, this is quite normal, until 

someone comes along and challenges us with something new or 
different!

Some significant re-connections with parts of my past, are enabling me 
to re-consider what is actually the truth about me and my life (and not 
just the being adopted part).   Because of my recent Life Coaching 
experiences with these wonderful clients, I have become increasingly 
aware that this  is  happening with large amounts of other people: as long 
as they are prepared to risk removing the blindfolds and earmuffs!  
Daring to be open to the fact that our 'teachers in life' were teaching us 
from their own limited information and personal beliefs, leaves us open 
to new learning!

Yes, completely new experiences of how we feel life; and those feelings 
come from how we are prepared to see it and hear it.  If we can see it 
and hear it in a completely new way: then we can feel it, and experience 
it, in a completely revitalized way!

Life can be more than a trunk, leg and tail: it can be a very holistic 
experience which might well look like an elephant!

NOTE: This is not about judging or making anybody in our lives 'wrong' 
in any way.

It is simply about being open to new learning!  New ways of seeing 
things!   ###
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“Can a lifetime represent a single motive?”
—T.S. Eliot, 1941. 

“Do you lead a saturated, overloaded, and fragmented life? Are you 
pulled around by the nose through appeals to need? Are you frustrated 
at yourself over the times the best in your life is diverted by the good? Do 
you long to know the overriding passion and purity of heart of willing one 
thing? Listen to Jesus of Nazareth; answer his call.” 
—Os Guinness, The Call.

Simplicity is a buzzword. As the modern world clamours to survive in an 
incredibly noisy existential backdrop it wants simplicity but without the 
sacrifice. It wants its cake and to eat it too!

I believe what Os Guinness is alluding to here in his book, The Call, is 
there is a way to live life very simplistically--but it involves  some, no--a lot 
of, different modus operandi. Answering God in the affirmative requires 
us to reject many of the world's overtures to get messy in a world of 
detail, discretionary tasks, desired purchases (retail therapy!), phone 
calls, needless banter, telemarketers, profanity, blasphemy, cheating, 
indecision etc, ad nauseam. How much of this is necessary?

As we begin to unravel the mess our lives have become we become 

freer and more like the people God created us to be in the first place.

Do we march to the beat of a different drummer or not?

Have we entered into his vision for our lives? Surely we know something 
of our innate purpose. If we do not, then it beckons us to stop right where 
we are and commence a journey of repentance by digging deeply into it. 
We are hardly a person at all when we exist without purpose; certainly 
the daily purpose, but life purpose too. Following our purpose is not, 
however, an excuse or reason to work the fingers  to the bone. Let's not 
take the pendulum to the other extreme so quickly.

Purpose focuses us; it inspires, motivates and drives us through the 
difficult times. It ignites us--we become on-fire, passionate for life-that 
'Jesus life,' the abundant John 10:10 life.

And the focused life actually simplifies things without making them 
necessarily easier. (Ease is  not what we're about.) But at least we're 
more 'on song' for God.

Where there is too much choice, and in Guinness's words, too much 
"pluralisation" in society (and this is our world), there is a trap laid down 
squarely at the feet of the vast populace and every individual who 
doesn't see the trap. We hence fall for a world of peripheral-at-best life 
which doesn't rate. And the bizarre thing is--we know it! The very things 
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that frustrate and fragment and overload us  tell us where we're going 
wrong, besides the times when the unimportant crowds-in the important 
and a drastic dilution of passion and purpose occurs.

There is only so much "good" we should individually be doing.

Twenty-first Century life has  a lot to answer for, but the series  of 
disciplines hasn't changed. The simple and focused life is  no easier or 
harder now than it ever was.

It's up to us.   ###

Steve Wickham is a Registered Safety Practitioner (BSc, FSIA, 
RSP[Australia]) and a qualified, unordained Christian minister 
(GradDipBib&Min). His blogs are at: http://epitemnein-epitomic.blogspot.com/ 
and http://inspiringbetterlife.blogspot.com/ and http://tribework.blogspot.com/.  
He ministers via Twitter and Facebook - http://www.facebook.com/
steve.j.wickham.  Steve welcomes likeminded friends.
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The Secret History 
of Consciousness: 
Ancient Keys to Our 
Future Survival 
[Paperback]
By Meg Blackburn Losey Ph.D

What do the so called sacred sites 
all over the world have to do with 
consciousness? Is it possible that 
the ancients left us keys to who we 
really are and what we are capable 
of? What does sacred geometry 
really have to do with these sites, 
our consciousness and even the 
symbology of world religions? How 

does all of this  tie together to literally solve the meaning of the Mayan 
Calendar? The Secret History of Consciousness answers these 
questions and more as  the author simply and logically relates the 
tangible with the intangible from reality on the earth plane to worlds 
far beyond. As she weaves the facts together, the author shares her 
intimate story of finding her way out of third dimensional reality and 
into worlds beyond where she met and interacted with her "Guys" as 
she lovingly calls  them, as they taught her about life, consciousness, 
the sciences, multi-dimensional reality, star gate systems, worm 
holes, genetic and conscious evolution and so much more. Finally, a 
book that pulls metaphysical reality into a clear and comprehensible 
set of information in conjunction with the sciences and tangible proof 
that will blow your mind.
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read many informative books to distill the list 
down to 160 it was necessary to omit many 
excellent works  contained in our personal 
libraries... but this selection includes the "Desert 
Island" books we really wouldn't want to be 
without.
   So it's  a personal selection, but we feel that if 
you choose to read these books your personal 
growth will be on a firm foundation, and you can 
look forward to many tremendous insights and 
boundless vistas opening up before you.
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Time management tips can prepare you to undergo changes — sometimes, profound 
ones. Given how tumultuous times can be, the better you understand the process of 
creating positive change in your life, the more effective your time planning will become.

Consider this 6-stage model of change, initially developed by Professor James 
Prochaska in 1997 to support people in overhauling their lives. Here is how you can 
apply this model to effectively manage your time choices:

1. Pre-contemplation Stage
Many profound journeys to restructure time begin with simple dissatisfaction. You know 
that "somehow," something isn't quite right. But you may have no idea how your own 
time choices interfere with your effectiveness.

Perhaps you blame others. Perhaps you feel there is something wrong with yourself 
that can't be changed. But what's important is  that you realize you want to make a 
change! So the exploration begins.

2. Contemplation Stage
Once you realize that changes in how you use your time can be made, you still may be 
beset by self-doubts. Old patterns have trade-offs, after all. For every change you want 
to introduce, some other time choice must be let go. 

It helps in this stage to realize that you are the one in control. Take all the time you 
need to weigh the pros and cons. As you clearly identify what must be given up, you 
may find yourself more than ready to make the change. Affirm you can take things one 
step at a time.

Paula Eder
6 Essential Stages of 

Change to Help Create 
Effective Time Choices



3. Preparation Stage
Next, you can take an active role in deciding what time choices you want 
to incorporate into your life. This is  an excellent time to review your 
values, and how they translate into goals. 

Do you find yourself feeling overwhelmed by the scope of your goals? 
Often, it's extremely helpful to prepare a set of short-term goals that you 
know are a comfortable stretch, but not a strain.

4. Action Stage
Once you decide on a new time plan, you take active steps to establish 
and maintain new time boundaries. Offer yourself lots of support, 
anticipate that problems will present themselves, and factor in plenty of 
time to problem-solve. 

When scheduling new activities, it is often wise to use the "Times 2 
Rule". Assume any activity will take twice as long as you think it will!

5. Maintenance Stage
In your eagerness to begin new activities, you may underestimate the 
effort it takes to schedule them in on a regular basis. Like New Year's 
resolutions, the best intentions require a wealth of support to become 
fully integrated into your life! 

Plan on assessing your progress at regular intervals, and providing 
yourself with lots of validation. If you find it helpful to use the buddy 
system, trade support with friends as  you work to put new time patterns 
to use.

6. Termination Stage
In this time management model, the termination stage doesn't mean 
discontinuing your new activity. Continue to devote as much time as you 
need to maintain your new schedule. Update your time choices 
whenever necessary. 

If you successfully incorporate your new time habit into your life, it will 
become automatic. In that case, congratulations! You can build on your 
success, redirecting your energy to initiate a new time management 
project that is close to your heart.

Now, ask yourself: How can you start restructuring your time choices 
today to reach new levels of effectiveness?   ###

To support your next step, sign up for our free gift, "The New Finding 
Time Boundary Template: 9 Simple, Sequential Steps to Find More Time 
and Recharge Your Energy!" at http://thetimeHinder.com/Template.html

This time template will help you move beyond overwhelm, 
disappointment, and frustration. Using a workbook format, with room to 
record your answers, you will discover that 24 hours really are enough!

Offered by Paula Eder, Ph.D. The Time Finder Expert.
For more time tips and techniques, visit Paula's Blog at 
http://thetimefinder.com.
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Being able to observe and gather information is probably the most 
important basic skill you can learn if you want to improve your 
social skills. This is because it is the starting point of all 
communication... What you say is obviously important but If you do 
not know what is going on right in front of you then you have 
absolutely no chance of being able to influence it.
In today's society we have a tendency to become so dependant on 
technology like computers, mobile phones and sat navs that we forget to 
use our own basic observation skills... I remember reading about 
someone who actually drove their car into a canal because they followed 
the instructions on their satellite navigation system!

This  is  obviously a fairly dramatic and isolated instance but I think it's 
safe to conclude that most people do not make the best use of their own 
natural observation and listening skills. In Western culture we do not 
value observation and information gathering skills as  much as they do in 
Eastern cultures. In Japan they have a word used to describe this ability 
called 'amae'. Which refers to the skill of being able to know intuitively 
what a friend, business colleague or family member is thinking and 
feeling just by the way they look and sound.

The renowned Japanese psychiatrist Takeo Doi tells  a story of a time he 
visited some friends in America. When he first walked in his hosts looked 
at him and asked him if he would like sometime to eat. Due to the fact 
that, in Japan, you do not ask someone if they would like something to 
eat, Takeo Doi became embarrassed and, even though he was indeed 
hungry, declined the offer.

In Japan, you would not need to answer this kind of question because 
your host would know intuitively if you were hungry by the way you look 
and sound.

It is  clear that, in western society, we have much to learn from our 
eastern counterparts when it comes to the skill of obtaining information 
from the outside world. We can all get lazy from time to time and take 
things for granted. When we interact with people we can have a 
tendency to make generalisations or assumptions about who they are 
and what they do.

A couple of years ago I was fortunate enough to witness a keynote 
speech entitled Masai Masterclass by a speaker called Chris Howe. 
Chris is the CEO of a company called Changemaker and specializes in 
teaching large corporations the 5 key qualities of a Maasai warrior.

During his keynote Chris tells a fascinating story about a time when he 
travelled from Nairobi to a place called Tassia. On his  journey he worked 
closely with the Maasai community in the Laikipia region in order to 
discover more about their culture and way of life. One day, while he was 
interacting with one of the Maasai warriors, he felt compelled to ask him 
what the procedure was  when it came to killing a buffalo. The answer he 
received was not straight forward.

The Maasai warrior looked at him curiously and then started the 
following conversation:

Maasai Warrior: "You want to Kill Buffalo? Okay...At what time of day?"

Chris: "Ehm...Well, during the day, about 12 O Clock?"

Maasai Warrior: "Okay....In what weather conditions?"

Chris: "Well, let's go for dry weather!"

Maasai Warrior: "Okay....and at what time of year?"

Chris: "Ehm....Summer time?

observation and listening skills
http://www.solutionsinmind.net
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After about half a dozen questions  of this  nature they eventually arrived 
at a procedure for catching and killing a buffalo in those particular 
conditions. The Maasai warrior was quick to point out, though, that as 
soon as those conditions changed the strategy would also change.

All too often we have a tendency to search for that one technique that 
will work all the time, every time with every person. The reality of the 
situation, however, is that such a technique does not exist. Obviously 
having techniques and simple rules  and procedures are incredibly helpful 
but the one thing that will dramatically increase your ability to 
communicate and talk to people effectively is to recognise that every 
individual is  completely unique and it's vital to first spend some time 
finding out what's true for that person in that moment.

In fact, one of the most powerful things you can do to improve your 
social skills is to open up your eyes  and ears and become skilled in 
being able to notice what is  going on right in front of you, right in the very 
moment and then tailor make your communication to suit that particular 
person in that particular moment.

So if you find yourself always trying to plan ahead of time all the things 
you are going to say to someone then great! it's nice you want to be 
prepared, that'll definitely help the conversation... But just remember that 
most of what you need to really connect with them at a deep level is right 
in front of you.   ###

Steven Burns  is an NLP Trainer from Scotland, well known as "The People's 
Coach," and has recently started specializing in helping people let go of 
social fears and become more socially confident. Check out his latest work at 
Guide to Social Confidence.com
This new  program will help you turbo-charge your social confidence, improve 
your skills when dealing with others, and raise your overall level of 
attractiveness - so that you can be more persuasive and get more of what 
you want from life. If you would like to have any of the following:
Become supremely confident
Become comfortable with yourself irrespective of your flaws
Attract the right people into your life (personally and professionally)
Become a lot more attractive to people in general
Re-ignite the attraction in your current relationship
Become even more attractive to your current partner
Let go of social fears, anxieties and shyness
Boost your sense of self worth, and much, much more,
...then you'll love Guide to Social Confidence.com

Magical Wizard Programs
Wonderful audio sessions to download that provoke deep 

learning and personal transformation in key areas such as 
self-confidence and relaxation, stopping smoking and losing 

weight, and using the Law of Attraction to create a life of love 
and prosperity.

All 8 programs are yours for just US$36.00 
supplied in high quality compressed format.

www.trans4mind.com/wizard
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Each week we produce an audio version of Cultivate 
Life! Magazine, including 3 selected articles, called 
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